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Abstract
This paper examines the problem of performing the atomic commitment of (global)
transactions in multidatahase systems. We show that jf the autonomy of the local
database systems is preserved, it is impossible to perform atomic commitment in general, even under the assumption that there are no system failures. We also show that
even when it is assumed that all local database systems use strict two phase locking
(an assumption useful for performing global concurrency control), atomic commitment
is impossible if even a single system failure can occur.
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Introduction

Multidatabase systems combine (local) database systems into a global distributed database system. Multidatabase systems differ from traditional distributed database systems
in that the database systems that they combine may be heterogeneous and autonomous.
Heterogeneity may occur in the database management systems (DBMSs) and in the semantics of the data, however, dealing with the heterogeneity issues is beyond the scope of this
paper. Autonomy, or local autonomy, refers to the ability of local database systems in the
multidatabase to choose their own design and operational behavior. Local autonomy is often necessary in multidatabase systems because they combine pre-existing database systems
that are not easily modified.
Transaction management is an important issue in multidatabase systems, and much research has been done on concurrency control in multidatabase systems, generally under the
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assumption that there are no system failures, e.g. [EL87, BS88b, LT88, Pu8S, DE89]. Recently, research has started to look at the effects of failures on transaction management in
multidatabase system, e.g. [BST90, WV90].
One goal of transaction management is to prevent failures from allowing the atomic commitment of transactions (either all or none of the effects of a transactions take place). Atomic
commitment protocols are used in distributed database systems to ensure that the effects of a
transaction are either uniformly committed or uniformly aborted at each participating site in
the database system, even in the event of failures. Two phase commit (2PC) {LS76, Gra78]
is a cornmon and simple atomic commitment protocol used in traditional homogeneous distributed database systems. 2PC consists of two phases: a voting phase, and a decision
phase. In the voting phase each participating site votes yes or no corresponding to whether
it wants to commit or abort the transaction. If a site votes yes it is considered to be in a
prepared-to-commit state where it has not committed the transaction, but it guarantees that
it is able to commit it. If a site votes no, it aborts the transaction. In the decision phase the
2PC coordinator looks at all the votes, and if they are all yes, it sends a commit message to
each participant. Otherwjse it sends an abort message to the sites that voted yes.

In multidatabase systems, the goal of atomic commitment protocols is to ensure that all the
subtransactions of a global transaction are either uniformly committed or uniformly aborted.
However, atomic commitment is more difficult to implement in the multidatabase environment, because of the desire to preserve the autonomy of the local database systems. For
example, the two phase commit protocol cannot be directly implemented in multidatabase
systems, because assuming that the local database management systems support a (visible)
prepared-to-commit state would violate local autonomy.
We show in this paper that atomic corrunitment in general is not possible in multidatabase
systems without violating local autonomy. This is true even without the occurrence of system
failures. We also show that if one assumes that all local database systems use strict two phase
locking [BHGS7J as their concurrency control method (an assumption useful for performing
concurrency control, but a violation of local autonomy), atomic commitment is impossible
if even a single system failure can occur.
The organization of the remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 covers background
material and presents our assumptions. Section 3 presents our impossibility theorems for
atomic conunitment in multidatabase systems. Section 4 covers related work, and section 5
presents our conclusions.
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Figure 1: Mulitdatabase Model.
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Background

Multidatabase Model. A multidatabaseconsists of a Global Transaction Manager (GTM)
and Local Database Systems (LDBSs) connected by a communication network. Each Local
Database System is considered to consist of a Local Database Management System (LDBMS)
and a database. Users can submit global transactions (transactions that possibly access multiple systems' data) to the GTM, and local transactions (transactions that only access one
system's data) directly to an LDBMS. Each system that has an LDBS is considered to have
a server that accepts transaction operations from the GTM and sends them to the LDBMS.

From the user's view, a transaction is considered to be the execution of a program with
embedded transaction operations. The view of a transaction to the GTM and LDBMSs
will be a (finite) stream of read, write, commit, and abort operations and we will use the
"standard" formal definition of transactions as found in [BHG87]. We assume, by definition,
that transactions halt on all inputs and preserve database consistency. The notation we use
has been extended to indicate which LDBS an operation accesses, and whether the operation
belongs to a local or global transaction. Some examples of our notation and their definitions
are given in table 2.
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! Notation I
Gj

Gi ,;
L i ,;
ry;jx]
rl; .[x]

Defini tion
Global transaction number i
Global subtransaction at LDBMS; of transaction number i
Local transaction number i running at LDBMS;
read data item x belonging to global subtransaetion Gi,;
read data item x belonging to local transaction L i ,;
Table 1: Notation Examples

The multidatabase model used in this paper assumes the following:
1. The only assumption, in general, that can be made about the LDBMSs is that they support the ACIDity properties (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and Durability) [HR83]
of their transactions. As a result, one can assume that the schedules that the LDBMSs
produce are (conflict) serializable and recoverable, although not necessarily strict. If
any additional assumptions are made (e.g. LDBMSs use strict two phase locking) or
any modifications to the LDBMSs are required, local autonomy is considered to be
violated.

2. LDBMSs cannot distinguish between the local transactions and global subtransactions
they execute.

3. The only interface the GTM has to the LDBMSs is the standard transaction operation interface the LDBMSs provide to users on their local system. So, in general, the
GTM has no direct knowledge of, or control over, the local transactions being executed.
However, we allow the GTM to submit control transactions (transactions submitted by
the GTM itself, and not by a user). For example, a compensating transaction (used to
undo the effects of another transactions) IGM83) would be considered a control transaction. The transaction operations executed by a control transaction are considered to
be control operations.
4. The GTM separates each global transaction into one subtransaction for each LDBMS
that the global transaction accesses. If more than one sub transaction is executed
at a given LDBMS it is possible, in general, that global serialization order will be
violated [GPZ86J. For example, suppose a global transaction has two subtransactions
GI and GI' that execute at the same LDBMS. A non-serializable order such as GI --+
L --+ GI' could result.
Note that assumption (1) describes our definition of violating local database autonomy.
Many difficulties are caused by the desire in multidatabase systems not to violate local
autonomy [DELOS9, DEK90], and this desire is not only a pedagogical one. In real systems
4

it may be very difficult to violate local autonomy, even if one so desired. A company might
not have source code versions of the DBMSs it is using, might not have permission to make
changes, or might not have the resources to make the required modifications, especially if
the modifications have to be integrated with each new release of DBMS software.
Correctness of Atomic Commitment Protocols. We define an atomic commitment
protocol (ACP) to be correct if for each global transaction G j submitted to the GTM, the
GTM:
1. Uniformly conuruts or aborts all subtransactions of G. in a finite amount of failure-free
time.

2. Preserves database consistency. Since we assume that each transaction (when executed
in isolation and with no failures) preserves database consistency, it must do so when
using the ACP.
3. Commits all subtransactions if no other global or local transactions are currently executing and there are no failures.
Condition (1) is basically a standard condition, however we emphasize the fact that the
ACP must commit or abort all subtransactions in a finite amount of failure-free time to
prevent protocols that could possibly block a transaction indefinitely (for reasons other than
persistent system failures) from being considered. Condition (2) is standard. Condition (3)
is made to disallow protocols of the form "abort all transactions" or "abort all transactions
except for read-only transactions" from being considered. That is, an ACP must not limit
the class of transactions it excepts. Any transaction that runs in isolation and without
failures should commit.
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Atomic Commitment in Multidatabase Systems

In this section we first show that it is impossible to implement an atomic commitment
protocol without violating local autonomy in multidatabase systems. This is true even in
the absence of system failures. It clearly follows, and we state it as a corollary, that the
two phase commit protocol cannot be implemented or simulated in multidatabase systems
without violating local autonomy. Since (global) concurrency control may not be possible
without violating local autonomy, we also show that atomic commitment is not possible
under conditions where concurrency control is possible. That is, we show that even when
one assumes that all LDBMSs use strict two phase locking as their concurrency control
method, atomic commitment is not possible if even a single system failure can occur.
Theorem 1 It is impossible to implement an atomic commitment protocol in a multidatabase

system without violating local autonomy, even assuming no system failures occur.
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Proof: The following is a proof by counter example. That is, we show a situation where
there are no system failures, yet it is impossible to atomically commit a global transaction.
Suppose a global transaction is submitted by a user that transfers $100 from account x to
account y. The program for this transaction is as follows:
procedure A_Transfer
begin
Start;
temp := Read(x)i
if temp < 100 then begin
output("insufficient funds");
Abort

end
else begin
Write(x. temp - 100);
temp := Read(y);
if temp > 100000 then begin
output("FDIC ~nsurance limit already exceeded ll ) ;
Abort
else begin
Write(y. temp + 100);
Commit;
Qutput(IItransfer completed")

end
endj
return

end
Account x is stored at LDBMS I and y is stored at LDBMS 2 • Assume that the LDBMSs use
two phase locking certifiers (as defined in [BRG87]) to perform concurrency control. That
is, each transaction operation is processed as received and when the transaction's commit
operation is received the read set and write set of the transaction are checked to see if they
conflict with the read or write set of some other current transaction. If so, the transaction
is aborted, otherwise it is committed. II there are no transaction failures (e.g. insufficient
funds) the transaction program will submit the following order of operations to the GTM.

Gl

:

rg'(x] Wgl[X] rgl[Y) wg,[y] cg'

which wHl be logically divided into two subtransactions:
WgI,I[X]

CgI,1

G 1,2: TgI,2[Y) WgI,2[Y]

Cg I,2

GI,I: rgl.l[x]
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The global transaction assigns the values of the following functions to x and y:

x:=ft(x,y)=

-100 if x ~ 100 and y
otherwise

~

100000

y+100 if x ~ 100 and y
otherwise

~

100000

X
{

x

y:=f,(x,y)= { y

First we will show that it is possible for the GTM to get into a state (even without failures)
where it has committed one of the subtransactions of G 1 and aborted the other. Clearly,
Cy1 ,1 must be submitted before, at the same time, or after Cy1 ,2' We will assume that Cyl ,l
is submitted before, or at the same time as cy1 ,'1' The proof assuming the other case of
CY1,1 being submitted after cYI ,'1 is analogous to the proof presented, so it is omitted. We
will assume that no local transactions executed at LDBMS 1 while G1 ,1 executed, and that
x >= 100. Therefore, G1•1 commits and the history at LDBMS 1 (up to the execution of
Cyl •1 ) looks as follows (where 0z is a control operation for x = 1 to k, and i = j = k = 0
implies there are no control operations):

-------

.......-'--.
°1°2 ... OJ T y1 ,I[X] 0i+l ... OJ WYj,l

[x]

OJ+! ... Ok

The control operations are included so that we will consider any possible submission of
operations the GTM might make. Since the submission of operations is the only interface
the GTM has to the LDBMSs, we are considering all possible atomic commitment protocols
the GTM might attempt.
We assume that no local transactions run at LDBMS 2 prior to the last operation the GTM
submits to LDBMS 2 before Cy1 •2 :

H2

-------

.......-'--.

: °1°2 ••. Oi T y1 ,2[Y] 0i+1 ...

OJ

W yj

,2[Y]

0j+l •••

Ok

Suppose that just before CY1 ,2 is submitted (but after Ok) a local transaction L 1 ,2 executes so
that the following history is generated at LDBMS 2 :

H, :

-------

01 02 ... Oi T yl ,2[Y] 0i+1

.......-'--.

... OJ

W yj2

[Y]

0j+1'"

Ok Tl 1,2[Y]

----£1.2
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a;-;

Cl 1,'1 °k+1 .•• 0/

---£1,2

No possible operations submitted by the GTM would prevent Tit 2[Y] from executing and
causing G l ,2 to abort. So, we end up in a state where Gl,l is commi'tted and G I ,2 is aborted.
Note that this behavior is dependent on our assumption that LDBMS 2 is using a two phase
locking certifier. H strict two phase locking was used, this history could not occur, since
T/ t ,2[Y] would be prevented from executing until CU1 •2 executed and the (write) lock for item
y was released.
The database is now in an inconsistent state, since Gl,l has been committed, and G l ,2
has been aborted. However, if the inconsistency can be corrected before other transactions
view the inconsistency, it won't matter. Since we assume that the GTM could prevent other
global transactions from running while the inconsistency is resolved, the problem becomes
one of resolving the inconsistencies before local transactions access the data or showing that
it does not matter if local transactions access the data before the inconsistency is resolved.
Exactly one of the following two approaches must be taken to resolve the inconsistency:
1. Undo (compensate) the effects of the committed subtransaction G1 ,l:

x := r'(x
1

,Y

) = { x + 100 if x

e:

100 and y
otherwJse

x

~ 100000

2. Redo and commit the effects of the aborted subtransaction G l ,2:

y := h(x,y)
(Undo) If local transactions could be prevented from running, then GI,l could be undone
(or compensated) by either assigning x the value of fll(x,y), or by saving the value of x
before fl(x,y) was executed, and then restoring it. However, the GTM cannot prevent the
execution of local transaction LI,l in between the execution of CUI,I and 01.:+1'

HI :

-------.
°102 ... OJ TOI,I

[xl

,-.........
[x] 0i+l ...

OJ+1 ..• OJ WOi,1

Ok

e;;-

Til •l
,

[x]

. [xJ

WII.I

Cl I •1 0k+1 ••. 0/
'

LI,1

In general the only way L l ,l would be prevented from committing is if °1 ••• 01.: contained an T[X]
or w[x] operation that belonged to a transaction that was executing when ell I was submitted.
This, however, would not be possible, in general, because this condition ~ould also cause
Gl,l to abort. The GTM cannot possibly know in advance that L 1 ,1 will execute, so, in this
case, if it was submitting operations such that GI,l would abort, condition (3) of our ACP
correctness conditions would be violated. The GTM would be aborting a transaction that
ran in isolation without failmes.
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In this case, since local transactions may execute before Gl,l is undone, database consistency may not be preserved. Assume, for example, that Ll,l is as follows:
procedure Interest
begin
Start;

temp := Read(x);
Write(x, temp * 1.01);
Commitj
return
end
L l ,1 performs the following assignment:
x := g(x) = x x 1.01

Also assume that x has the value 100 before Gl,l is executed. Due to the effects of Gl,l' Ll,l
reads the value O. Therefore, L 11
, also writes the value 0 back to x. So, in effect, the interest
payment is lost, thus violating local database consistency,

It is impossible for the GTM even to make the local database eventually consistent, that
is, to make the database consistent after Ll,l has executed. The GTM, not having any direct
knowledge of local transactions, cannot discern if Ll,l multiplied x by 1.01 or added 0 to
it. In the first case, x should be set to 101, and in the second case x should be set to 100.
Therefore, the appropriate value for x cannot be determined by the GTM.
The GTM cannot prevent local transactions from executing after Gl,l has executed, and it
cannot determine how to restore the consistency of the database after the local transactions
have executed. So, it is impossible for the GTM to successfully undo the effects of GI,l'
Condition (2) of our ACP correctness conditions will be violated, since database consistency
cannot be preserved.
(Redo) Assuming the GTM knows how to redo G l,21 the problem is how to prevent local
transactions from accessing y until G l ,2 can be redone. However, this is not possible for the
same reason that the GTM cannot prevent local transaction from executing before it can
undo Gl,l' The following local history could result:

--- -.

G,.~

H2

: 01 02 ... 0i

rg,.~[yl

Oi+l ... OJ

Wgl.~[Y] 0j+l ... Ok
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While the execution of this local transaction may not cause a local database inconsistency,
since one might be able to consider L 2 ,2 to come before G 1 in serialization order, it is possible
for the local transaction to cause attempts to redo G 1 ,2 to abort indefinitely. Suppose L 2 ,2
is as follows:
procedure Big....Deposit
begin
Start;
temp := Read(y);
Write(y, temp + 100000);
Conunitj
return
end
L 2 ,2 will prevent G 1 ,2 from being redone. A transaction failure will occur if it is attempted,
because the amount of money in the account is now too large. Therefore, G 1 ,2 could be
blocked indefinitely, even though no system failures occur. This violates condition (1) of our
ACP correctness conditions.
Therefore, we have shown an example where no matter what operations the GTM submits
(its only form of control) it cannot atomically commit a transaction. It cannot guarantee
that both subtransactions of a transaction will commit. And, if one does commit and the
other aborts, there is no way to resolve the inconsistency created without causing another
inconsistency or possibly blocking the transaction indefinitely, both of which are violations
of our correctness conditions. 0
Since two phase commit (2PC) is an instance of an atomic commitment protocol, it clearly
follows that 2PC cannot be implemented or simulated in multidatabase systems.
Corollary 1 It is impossible to implement the two phase commit protocol in multidatabase
systems without violating local autonomy.
It is not clear that one can devise a correct concurrency control method for systems
with the above assumptions (i.e. no violation of local autonomy). However, if one makes
the assumption that each LDBMS uses strict two phase locking for its concurrency control
method, then correct concurrency control is possible [BS88a]. However, it is still not possible
to implement atomic commitment protocols even with this assumption (which violates local
autonomy).

Theorem 2 If all the LDBMSs in a muItidatabase system are assumed to use strict two
phase locking as their concurrency contml method, it is impossible to implement an atomic
commitment protocol that can tolerate even a single system failure.
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Proof: Assume the same system and transactions as in the proof for theorem 1, with the
exception that the LDBMSs use strict two phase locking as their concurrency control method.
Although one of the subtransactions could not abort for the same reason as in the proof for
the first theorem, a system failure could cause it to abort in the same way.

H2 :

..-'---..
01 02 ..• 0i r yJ ,2[Y]

--------..

OJ+! ... OJ Wyl ,2[Y]

0j+l ••.

Ok

* * ** ***

---------

SystemFaifure

,.......,
a ><,
..... 2

0k+l ... 01

Assuming that a system failure has caused the abort, the rest of the proof is analogous to
the proof for theorem 1. 0
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Related Work

In [BST90] and [WV90] methods for transaction management in multidatabase systems are
presented that support serializable global histories, and correct operation even in the event
of system failures. These methods make the following assumptions:
1. All local database systems use strict two phase locking (a violation of design autonomy).
2, The DLU (Denied Local Updates) [wygOI property holds, Data items in the databases
can either be updated globally or updated locally, but not both. We see two ways
to implement this property. One is by violating local autonomy to implement the
property, and the other is to limit the class of global transactions accepted by only
allowing read-only global transactions (i.e no data items can be updated globally).
3. The global transaction manager can be in a state where it blocks indefinitely. However,
this is not likely, since the DLU property is maintained.
In [EJK91] a method is shown that does not assume the DLU property, but allows global
transactions to perform updates. The method does require some assumption about the
LDBMS concurrency control method (strict two phase locking is a sufficient assumption),
and the class of global transactions allowed is restricted. Basically, subtransactions are
not allowed to have cyclical functional dependencies. For example, the transfer transaction
example used in this paper would not be allowed because G I ,1 would be considered to depend
on G I ,2, and G 1 ,2 would be considered to depend on GI,I.

5

Conclusions

Implementing atomic commitment protocols in multidatabase systems is difficult because
of the desire to preserve local autonomy. We have shown that, in general, implementing
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atomic commitment is impossible without violating local autonomy, even without system
failures. And, that it is also impossible to perform atomic commitment even when one
violates local autonomy by assuming local database systems may only use strict two phase
locking for concurrency control (an assumption useful for global concurrency control). It
clearly follows that specific atomic commitment protocols such as two phase commit, or
three phase commit, cannot be implemented or simulated under the above conditions.
As a result, if one desires reliable transaction management in a multidatabase system, one
needs to make additional restrictions or assumptions than those required to perform correct
concurrency control. \Ve see three possible general approaches:
1. Make further violations of local autonomy, e.g. require each LDBMS to support the

DLU property or a visible prepared to commit state.
2. Limit the transaction class allowed, e.g. allow only read-only global transactions.
3. Use a different transaction model, e.g. support only some of the ACIDity properties
of global transactions.
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